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Group Rings of Free Products Are Primitive 
Evwmv FORMANEK* 
This paper continues the study of primitivity in group rings [i, 3, 41. 
The main result is that, if K is a field and G is a free product of non-trivial 
groups (except Zz * Z,), then K[G] is p rimitive. Some of the results are 
valid over more general coefficient rings and this leads to examples showing 
that 
(1) R[G] can be primitive even if K is not primitive, 
(2) R[G] can be primitive even if G has a non-trivial center, 
(3) there are groups such that the primitivity of K[G] (K a field) depends 
only on the cardinalitv of K. 
This work was motivated by Passman’s recent paper [3] and uses several 
of his results. 
1. GROW ~N(:s OF E‘REE Prionr:c~s 
Rings are associative and have a unit. A ring is (left) primitive if it has 
a faithful irreducihlc (left) module. Since we will work with ideals rather 
than modules we will LX-X the following criterion for primitivity, whose 
easy proof is omitted. 
. . - 
THEOKEN 1. .I yiny R is ltft primitive if and only ;f R has a proper left 
ideal 111 which is rontasintal zoith every non-zero two-sided ideal ctf R (i.e., 
for every non-zero two-sided ideal A of K, .-I + ,1I R). 
-4 domain is a ring (not ncccssarilv commutative) which has no zcru 
divisors. The cardinality of a set .Y is denoted S !. If G is a group, 
G>. G -‘I’ k I, 
A(G) (g E G: g has only finitely many conjugates]. 
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1,et G == -4 ‘t: B be a free product of non-trivial groups. We say that 
,g t G is of type A.4 and has length 2k -jm I if it has the form 
g = a,b,a,b, a,,b,~a,~ , 1 , a,EAl*. b;EB*. 
1Vc define elements of types =1B, BA, and BB and their lengths similarly. 
The length of I E G is defined to be zero. 
THE~RE~I 2. Let G A ;k B be a free product of non-trkial groups 
(except G Z2 * ZJ and let R be a domain such that ~ G R ~. l’hen 
R[G] is pimitize. 
Pror$ Case I. .-I or B is infinite. I)!; interchanging .4 and B if necessar)., 
we ma!. assume that 1 A : .. / B ;. Hence 1 ,J : ~ R[G] 1. Let a + r(a) he 
a one-to-one correspondence between A7 and R[G] - (0) and let b be a 
&cd element of B ‘. For each a E A *, let g(a) be a group element of maximal 
length in the support of r(a), and let cp(a) equal 
br(a) a t r(a) ah + I if g(a) is of type dB or g(a) =: I, 
by(a) ba !- r(a) bab -L I if g(a) is of type A.4, 
r(a) bab +- ar(a) ba + 1 if g(a) is of type BA, 
v(a) ab + ay(a) a + I if g(a) is of type BB. 
Suppose s E R[G]. It is easy to see that every group element of maximal 
length in the support of sy(a) end. s in either a or ah in the sense that its 
(reduced) form is 
g ~~- i; ... i; a, 0 1. ‘Y := c “’ _( 0). 1 
This means that an equation of the form 
I : slgj(a,) I ... 2- s,.F(a,.), si E R[G], a, E A+, 
is impossible since the group elements of maximal length in the support 
of each sip(ai) all end in ai or a,b. Hence the left ideal 111 generated 1~~ 
[~(a): a E il”) is a proper ideal in R[G]. Recalling that 
and 
R[G] - (0: = (r(a): a E A-j, 
it is clear that M is comaximal with rvcry non-zero two-sided ideal of R[G]. 
Thus R[G] is primitive. 
Case II. A and B are both finite. In this case R[G] is countab1.y infinite 
and we let {r(n), IZ I, 2,...) be an enumeration of R[G] -- (0). Since the 
h(n) UC(Uh)” -+ r(n) ac(a6)“a 7 I ii ,~(Tz) is of type .4/I or P(N) I, 
D!(n) c(d)” - r(n) c(ah)‘kt I if f(n) is of type .I.-/. 
r(n) c(a6)‘~n + m(n) r(ub)rl -1~ I if ,?(?I) is of type 11.4, 
r(n) uc(ub)‘~a I- w(n) nr(ab)~~ i- I if y(n) is of tvpe uu. 
As in C’asc I, the group elements of maximal length in the support of 
q(72) (for an! s E K[G]) can be identified as coming from .y(rz) hecause 
they all end in r(ah)” or c(ah)“a. Thus the left ideal .l/ generated by- 
:dn)a n I, 2,...j is again a proper ideal comauimal with cver~ non-zero 
two-sided ideal and K[G] is again primitiw. 
THEOREM 3. I,et R De a domain ad G N norm-,4Miutr jwp ,;~rwp .WCJI 
that G K Tizen R[G] is primitiw. 
f ‘TOOf. G A4 + X9 where i --I ~ K I_ (% infinite c! clic group). 
It is worth remarking that Theorem 2 and its proof are \-&I for free 
products of scmigroups. Thus Theorem 3 holds for frw associative algebras. 
TS’e get a completely decisive result for group rings of frw products when 
the coefficient ring is a field hy using a theorem of Passman. 
C‘onverscl>-, since PC2 i Zz is a Finite cxtcnsion of an !Ibelian ,g:l-oup, a 
theorem of Rosenberg [4, Theorem I] says that K(Z, k Z:,] is not primitive. 
A construction due to Kaplansky [2, p. 451 :I 5wws that e\-cl-h commutatix~c 
domain R can be embedded as the center of a primitive ring. This can 
also be done by taking R[G], where G is sufFicicntl~- large free group 
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(Theorem 3). This shows that R[G] can be primitive elen if R is not 
primitive. Rloreover, if t is a commuting indeterminate, then (R[GIi)[t] -= 
(R[t])[G] so that R[G] and (R[G])[t] arc both primitive. 
In [I], it was shown that, if G is any group and K is any field, then there 
is a group 1-I containing G such that K[ll] is primitive. Theorem 5 provides 
a much simpler way of obtaining such a group. 
The next examples should be seen in the light of the following theorem 
of Passman, which was the original motivation for this pap”. 
THEOREM 6 (Passman [3]). Let K Oe N jielti swh that A’ .- G . If 
K[G] isphzitiw, then d(G) I. 
‘l%e cardinality hypothesis cannot he dropped. Let K be a field and d 
a torsion-free Abelian group. K[A] is a domain, so (K[.--I])[G] is primitive 
if G is a large enough free group. Since 
(K[J])[G] -~: K[.l x G], 
\VC set that KC.4 :\ G] is primitive even though 
/I(--l Y G) 7 -4 = center(_l ;; G). 
I:rom a different point of view, the prcccding example yields a curious 
dichotom\-: Let c be an!- infinite cardinal number and G % -: fl, where 
II is a free group of rank c. Then, for an!’ field K, K[G] is primitive if and 
only if K ~ I c. 
Thus for some groups the primitivity of K[G] depends on K being 
sufficiently small. In contrast, Roseblade’s work [5] sho\vs that there 
are polycyclic groups and fields for which d(G) = 1 butF[G] is not prinlitivc, 
while the follking theorem of Passman shows that K[G] is primitive if R 
is sufficiently large. 
THEOREM 7 (Passman [3]). Let G by a polycyclic Cyroz~p with (G) ~~~ 1 
and he a field suclz that transcendence clegwe K rank G. ‘l’hen .K[G] is 
pinzitice. 
